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Learning Non-Technical Skills from Pedagogical Training: Investigating IGERT Graduate Student Perceptions

Abstract

Inter- and multidisciplinary training has been advocated for graduate students as the problems facing science and engineering become increasingly complex. The Integrative Graduate Education Research and Traineeship on Magnetic and Nanostructured Materials (IGERT-MNM) is a collaboration between Purdue University, Cornell University, and Norfolk State University to train interdisciplinary science and engineering doctoral students for future roles as leaders in the materials science and engineering fields. As part of this socialization into future careers, students proceed through a variety of modules. This paper specifically covers student learning in a pedagogy module, which introduces students to best practices in teaching and learning. Graduate student reflections on the development of high-school level student and teacher science and engineering activities were analyzed via thematic coding methods in order to understand skills that students felt they developed as part of this module. Non-technical skills that students developed included communication skills for diverse audiences; the ability to convey technical expertise to non-technical audiences, and the development of virtual teamwork skills.

Background and Literature Review

Many scholars have stressed the importance of graduate education as a method for socializing graduate students into the norms, mentalities, and expectations for their future careers as experts in their field. In academia, the apprenticeship system of graduate school is designed to help students acculturate to the expectations of their advisors, eventually taking on more authentic, useful, and original tasks, including teaching requirements, grant writing, and mentorship of younger students. Several recent studies have begun to analyze the skills needed for practicing engineers—many look at the desired attributes of a bachelor’s-level engineer, which have influenced ABET standards, among other curriculum and program development. Fewer studies have analyzed the critical knowledge, skills, and attributes of PhD holding engineers in academia and industry, however, it is clear that non-technical skills play a vital role in career success for engineers in any career. Some of these include written and verbal communication skills, and ability to target communication for diverse audiences; ability to teach (formally or informally) peers, colleagues, or students technical material; and the ability to generate new knowledge in order to advance the technical field.

Additionally, the 1995 National Academy of Science’s report, “Reshaping the Graduate Education of Scientists and Engineers” recognized the failure of current graduate education in the sciences to educate doctoral students to be trained in interdisciplinary settings. This lack of interdisciplinary collaboration and a push for more diverse curriculum has been the focus of many critiques and conversations surrounding graduate education. In response to these common findings, the National Science Foundation developed the Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship (IGERT) program. To date, 278 IGERT grants at over 100 universities have been awarded to almost 6,500 trainees “who will pursue careers in research and education, with the interdisciplinary backgrounds, deep knowledge in chosen disciplines, and
technical, professional, and personal skills to become, in their own careers, leaders and creative agents for change.”

The IGERT in Magnetic and Nanostructured Materials (IGERT-MNM) grant is one such award given to Norfolk State University (NSU) with collaborators from Cornell University and Purdue University in 2009. IGERT MNM consists of faculty and doctoral students in Materials Science and Engineering from NSU and Cornell as well as Engineering Education faculty and doctoral students from Purdue University. Each year, the IGERT-MNM pedagogy module is led by the Engineering Education collaborators from Purdue. The main objective of the module is to help the IGERT Trainees and associate trainees develop pedagogical expertise in order to integrate pedagogy within their disciplinary areas. To accomplish these objectives trainees were expected to:

1. Understand pedagogical techniques and apply them to science and engineering activity and curriculum design
2. Identify best practices in methods of communicating scientific content to learners
3. Be able to implement backward design principles to complete a deliverable for use in a classroom setting
4. Gain experience with inter-institution collaborations and communication.

Each of the nine IGERT Trainees from all three institutions participated in this module. Each week Trainees were assigned readings related to best practices in pedagogy, asked to respond with critical questions to the assigned reading, complete reflections on the week’s lesson, and gradually work on a larger, final deliverable. Within the eight weeks, the final goal was to design a short hands-on activity for high-school aged students to conduct in a classroom environment which teaches some aspect of magnetic and nanostructured materials research, or another science/engineering topic of the students’ choice. Two sets of materials were developed for this activity from each group: One structured toward a teacher and one for the student. The deliverable was designed to reflect the pedagogical content knowledge and curricular knowledge Trainees have gained from the previous weeks of the module.

The weekly reading topics and lessons subject matter included: Backwards Design, communication, formative and summative assessment techniques, learning theory, the How People Learn framework, classroom engagement strategies, and curriculum development. To further the objectives of the module and help share the workload, trainees were grouped into three pairs and one group of three across the campuses, such that no group consisted of students solely from the same university. At the completion of the module, all groups had successfully completed the final deliverable (high school science/engineering activity with student and teacher materials), as well as weekly assignments and reflections from the IGERT students. The IGERT MNM itself represents a community of practice that facilitates situated learning through contextual participation. More specifically, learning the pedagogical frameworks was expressed through the design of lesson plans that are grounded on these frameworks. Because this is a unique model for interdisciplinary graduate level education, and because many graduate students do not have the opportunity to learn theoretically-sound activity or curriculum design, we are interested in studying professional skills that occur as a result of participation in the pedagogy module with the science activity design deliverable.

This interest leads us to our two main research questions:
1. How do the reflections from current IGERT Trainees show development of skills necessary for socialization into the science and engineering research and teaching community?
2. How can multidisciplinary training (such as through this IGERT pedagogy module) help graduate students develop necessary skills to support their development into a STEM professional?

For clarity through this paper, the graduate students involved in this study are referred to as Trainees, to distinguish them from the “students” for whom they were designing science and engineering activities.

Methods

Nine IGERT Trainees were involved as participants in the IGERT-MNM pedagogy module. IGERT Trainee reflections were used for formative assessments throughout the module, and at the end of the module, a longer, more in-depth reflection was asked of the students. Trainees were instructed to give their reflections on four different aspects of their experiences within the pedagogy module:

1. Explain how you used backward design in the construction of your activity.
2. Explain how your communication strategies differed between writing for students and writing for teachers?
3. Explain what literature and best practices you used in the design of this learning environment.
4. Reflect on your experiences (difficulties, successes) working with a partner at another university.

Through these four topics, several different aspects of Trainee learning were uncovered, that work toward answering our research questions, above.

The use of reflections to act as evidence for student learning has been widely used before in qualitative methodologies and educational research. In educational settings, it has been noted throughout many disciplines that evaluation and assessment of student learning can be more thoroughly interpreted through these quantitative methods, especially when the learning is regarding students’ development in personal or professional aspects. The advantage of using student reflections as data is that each student is free to reflect on certain aspects of her or his learning experiences, without being influenced by the answers of other students. In many other studies, student reflections offer great insight into development and secondary learning experiences outside of the primary learning objective: Gaufberg, Batalden, Sands, & Bell call this a “hidden curriculum” that were unveiled by using emergent coding strategies to interpret medical student reflections on their learning. In this way, other disciplines have also used reflections in order to understand discipline specific learning in a community of practice, such as in medicine, law, or marketing. As a disadvantage, the quality of data from reflections is dependent upon the quality and effort that the students put into their reflection; however; even through this small sample size of nine students, we achieved a wealth of qualitative data through these responses.

Reflections were coded by three of the IGERT Trainees using content analysis methods to establish emergent themes, as described by Creswell. Participant numbers were allocated to
each of the Trainees’ reflections in order to protect identity: Any quotations that directly mentioned another Trainee were amended via brackets in order to protect confidentiality. The reflections were coded individually by the first three authors of the paper. The units of analyses were either sentences or small paragraphs that conveyed a single main idea or example. After coding individually, the emergent themes were discussed as a group in order to reach consensus on grouping of quotations into three primary themes, which incorporated some smaller secondary themes as displayed in Figure 1. After the data was analyzed, the written findings were transferred back to the remainder of the IGERT Trainees for member checks in order to validate findings and obtain any clarifications and edits. Representative quotations for the results section were chosen to best represent the theme while presenting views from each of the Trainees, and are correlated with participant number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Themes</th>
<th>Primary Theme Definition</th>
<th>Secondary Themes</th>
<th>Secondary Theme Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication with Diverse Audiences</td>
<td>Conscious scoping of language and topics to suit prior knowledge of audience</td>
<td>Identify areas of interest</td>
<td>Scope activities and topics to those that are relevant and interesting to various learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diagnose prior knowledge</td>
<td>Figure out prior knowledge or expertise of learners or teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identify Familiarity</td>
<td>Figure out familiarity of audience with phenomena and examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Understand one’s expert positionality</td>
<td>Consicious break down expert knowledge for communication, may consider diversity of audience (socioeconomic status, grade level, prior knowledge, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Technical Expertise in Translating Knowledge</td>
<td>Use scientific principles and educational principles as tools to design educational activity</td>
<td>Knowing one’s own expertise</td>
<td>Delineate the important basic concepts embedded in complex science and engineering principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Develop learning objectives</td>
<td>Use basic concepts to define relevant and appropriate learning objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scoping of assessments</td>
<td>Develop formative and summative assessments aligned with learning objectives and content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developing learning environments</td>
<td>Make decisions that promote authentic and inquiry-based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of Teamwork and Interpersonal Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Styles of leadership within various teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teamwork Skills</td>
<td>Trust, honesty, and other interpersonal skills that enhance team productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strategies for Success</td>
<td>Any mention of strategies that were used to mitigate scheduling difficulties, working at different institutions, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Methods for optimal communication as decided by teams (phone, email, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Primary and secondary coding schema and definitions

Results

The themes found from the above coding scheme can be divided into the three primary categories to present results and interpretation: Communication with Diverse Audiences; Use of
Technical Expertise in Translating Knowledge; and Development of Teamwork and Interpersonal Skills. The protocol for the reflective essays did not ask specifically about these aspects of development; but about the use of the content presented in class. The outcomes of the reflective essays on these tenets of the pedagogy module reveal that development occurred through the module in different, broader areas of professional development. Each of these aspects will be covered in depth through this section. These main categories also help us to answer our two research questions regarding how Ph.D. students are socialized to work at the standards necessary for experts in academia, and also how students learn to transform their knowledge to different audiences and environments. Although the quotations may be long, the research team has determined that the entirety of the quote is necessary to establish participant voice and context; however, certain important elements of the longer quotations will be in boldface font in order to emphasize the areas of importance which influenced the coding schema. Each participant is represented in at least one quotation.

Communication with Diverse Audiences

Communication with diverse audiences is a skill that has been listed in literature as highly lacking for Ph.D. level engineers, and also cited as an attribute for success necessary for Ph.D. students. Through the analysis of the reflective essays, many Trainees reflected on their experiences creating both student materials and teacher materials that accurately present complex scientific and engineering concepts in ways that can be easily understood. Many Trainees discussed the difficulty in assessing prior knowledge of both students and teachers, especially since many materials science and engineering concepts bridge several disciplines (specifically, math, science, and physics, which, in high schools are usually not integrated tightly.)

“Our topic is more engineering than science based. The mechanical properties of materials might come up in a conventional science curriculum, but the nuances of composite materials surely do not. As such, we really had to treat the teacher and the student as uninformed audiences. For this reason, our communications between the two groups were very similar. The main difference was that we included more information for the teachers [...] In reflection, we may have assumed too much expertise on the part of the teachers and should have included more references and reading.” (Participant 8)

“Designing the content and activities that are tailored towards an audience that has a limited background in nanotechnology was one of the more challenging aspects of creating this lesson plan. Because teachers are expected to have a higher capacity to learn and understand concepts at the most basic level, writing the content for the teacher’s packet was far more trivial than the student’s packet. [...] The most significant challenge with writing the student packet was presenting content that provided an appropriate balance of depth and simplicity. Unfortunately, much of our written content was under various assumptions about the students’ background and prior knowledge in various scientific disciplines.” (Participant 5)

Other Trainees discussed difficulties they had in writing for these two different audiences, often noting that writing for students was much harder than writing for teachers, because it was
assumed that high school science teachers have a level of experience and technical expertise, even if the subject (of nanotechnology, for example) is fairly new to them.

“This part of the activity [communication strategies for different audiences] seemed more difficult for some of us in the group. When I wrote for students, I used language and explanations that were easy for them to understand (at their age and scientific education level). I tried to refer to things that would both interest high school students and that they would be most familiar with. For example, I described one of the most important applications of nanotechnology (faster, more efficient, and higher capacity electronic storage and processing chips) as improving computers and cell phones, which teenagers likely use on a daily basis.” (Participant 1)

“The communication strategies used for the student version of the lesson plan differed from those used in the teacher’s version. The teacher’s version provided more detail related to the chemistry and physics concepts that underlie the student lesson plan. In this way, the teacher’s version serves to help in answering various questions that students might have along the way. These concepts were not addressed in detail for the student version in order to avoid confusion while focusing more directly on the stated learning objectives. The teacher’s version of the material also proceeds under the assumption of some previous background in physical and environmental science, and avoids any unnecessary motivation sections or self-evaluation exercises.” (Participant 6)

“We believe that many teachers have sufficient knowledge of content (teachers are required to know content for certification and employment), however, we felt that pedagogical instruction would be necessary for a hybrid reading/science course (many science teachers may not remember best practices for enhancing students reading skills). We included several examples of tips and note-taking strategies teachers could include in the lesson and we instructed teachers on what to do if they could not find appropriate reading materials.” (Participant 3)

The IGERT Trainees also realized that “prior knowledge” of their intended audience might differ from their own past experience, reflecting that issues such as geographical location and socioeconomic status might change the perceptions of students and teachers in a learning environment. Students and teachers from disadvantaged school districts may not have access to state-of-the-art tools and materials, or even access to computers. Students in different geographic locations might not have the same prior knowledge of naturally-occurring snow outside to think about phases of water! The data in the reflections show that the IGERT Trainees began to understand that in order to communicate effectively with their student and teacher audiences, they needed to overcome their own prior knowledge and assumptions.

“Upon the completion of the lesson plan, I realized the deep-seeded complexity associated with modifying content that’s catered towards the collective needs and capabilities of the students, which are heavily dependent on geographical and socioeconomic variables.” (Participant 5)
The IGERT Trainees used a variety of techniques in order to overcome some of these difficulties in anticipating the needs and prior knowledge of the students and teachers for which the activities were being designed. Some ways to better predict the needs of the audience to aid communication were through the use of the K-12 Next Generation Science Standards, which show “grade bands” at which levels topics might be introduced to high school students. Other Trainees noted asking friends who have experience as high school science teachers which concepts their students have trouble with, in order to better gauge the needs of current high school students.

Some techniques for communication with the high school student users specifically involved activities and communication within the activity itself. One Trainee noted the effort to make the reading in the student packet “not boring” in order to retain interest for future student users. Other Trainees noted that they specifically mentioned in the materials the relation of the concepts presented to real-world topics that high school students find interesting, like technology. Most Trainees used a variety of pedagogical engagement strategies to keep students interested, through dividing the lesson into parts, employing team learning strategies, and using visual demonstration and hands-on activities to promote problem-based and challenge-based learning environments.

“When we were writing for the students, I think that we tried our best to help students not be bored by the reading...after all, if they are bored with the reading, they’ll likely be “bored” with the science concepts as well.” (Participant 2)

“Particularly, How People Learn made us more aware of the strategies we were employing. I know I intentionally attempted to incorporate multiple “centers of learning” in our activity. The other best practice that we incorporated was problem-based learning. We wanted students to have the freedom to direct their own learning by giving them a choice of materials to incorporate into the mechanical testing and composite engineering. We incorporated a “challenge” into the lesson plan to help motivate students and encourage active knowledge transfer.” (Participant 8)

Use of Technical Expertise in Translating Knowledge

The doctoral-level IGERT Trainees overall noted that they were able to use their own expertise and past experience when designing the activities and the materials for the students and the teachers. Some Trainees noted that they applied the pedagogy skills that they had learned in previous years as well as the material covered this year in order to best design the learning environment for the high school students and present the student and teacher materials.

Most Trainees reported relying heavily on their own expertise as doctoral students when planning their activities and selecting topics, learning objectives, and curricular priorities. In terms of topic selection, Trainees discussed selecting “non-traditional” topics that are important for pre-college students to understand that are related to fundamentals in a discipline.

“I was more interested in finding activities that required little or no lecture time and [my partner] was interested in introducing concepts that are not emphasized in a standard
**HS lesson.** We decided to use both ideas by using the student materials to describe a nontraditional topic in chemistry (material’s purity and purification methods) and the teacher’s materials to describe a guided analysis activity.” (Participant 3)

“With cutting edge technologies based on nanotechnology becoming the standard, it’s only a matter of time before it’s systematically incorporated into our national school curriculum. We therefore chose nanotechnology from a more fundamental perspective as our central topic for our designed lesson plan.” (Participant 5)

“We first established learning objectives that closely align with concepts what we believe are essential for understanding nanotechnology. Additional criteria was that our learning objectives had to be feasible to accomplish within a small time frame, as well as appropriate for the learning capabilities of students at the high school level.” (Participant 5)

Furthermore, Trainees developed the skills of combining their past pedagogy experience with the presentation of the technical content, noting that the use of frameworks such as backward design helped to “eliminate extraneous information” when presenting complex technical information to students. By planning to employ frameworks such as the National Research Council’s How People Learn framework (which proposes designing learning environments be learner-centered, knowledge-centered, assessment-centered, and community-centered) 23, the IGERT Trainees were pressed to create different activities which applied to each of these areas, thereby creating more in-depth, relevant, and engaging activities for students. The use of the learning frameworks in a technical context also helped the IGERT doctoral students to take their deep knowledge of an area and learn to break down complex topics into discrete and realistic learning objectives that can be accomplished in a short period of time. This took much iteration of topic and learning objective selection, complicated by different student views on curricular priorities of the same topic.

“We attempted to implement not only "Backwards Design", but also "How People Learn" by including multiple forms of learning environments, such as community-based learning | small group discussions of the information presented by the pre-activity reading and also what the teacher had provided (knowledge-based environment), learner-centered environment (pre-test), and assessment-centered learning environment (post-test, student reflections turned in at the end of the lesson).” (Participant 1)

“We used the PAR (Preparation, Assistance, Reflection) lesson framework for our lesson. It is primarily a constructivist type of framework, but many of its principles correlate well with the How People Learn (HPL) Framework. We ensured every aspect of the lesson had a preparation, assistance, and knowledge phase.” (Participant 3)

“As experts familiar with the topic, it is easy for us to inundate the students with too much information and assume prior knowledge. By remembering our initial learning objectives, we narrowed our focus to the more attainable outcomes. Additionally when designing the assessment for the activity, we were able to refer back to these learning
objectives and develop questions that truly assess whether knowledge transfer occurred." (Participant 8)

Overall, these reflections showed that the IGERT Trainees learned to harness their own technical expertise in order to transform it to different environments and for different audiences. Because the goal for the final deliverable was to apply pedagogy knowledge from previous years in the IGERT module with the goal of designing an activity around their technical expertise, Trainees were able to comfortably design the materials to meet the needs of the two distinct groups of people for which they were designing materials.

Ultimately, learning to translate knowledge to various audiences is a professional skill that can be transferred to many different environments, even if they do not specifically involve activity design for 9-12 grade students. For the IGERT Trainees planning future careers as faculty, scoping lesson plans and learning environments for introductory physics, chemistry, and engineering courses operate with most of the same prior assumptions about learners as do advanced high school students, since professors are not able to assume that all incoming first-year students have taken advanced science and math classes. For faculty teaching at other levels, learning to apply pedagogical principles in an authentic situation will ease the burden of learning to design curricula as professors. For IGERT Trainees pursuing industry careers, education at some level may be a part of working with teams or onboarding younger or less educated coworkers, and so working to understand strong pedagogical principles is also important. Students learned the value of both formative and summative assessments, as well as learning different pedagogies of engagement that will appeal to the various learning styles of their future students. Students especially noted using different strategies within their activities to gauge student learning of technical concepts (not just summative tests):

“We also incorporated opportunities for frequent feedback by the students in the form of anonymous written statements. The purpose of the feedback was to not only assess what concepts students understand, and what concepts they’re struggling with, but also to gauge their overall interest and investment in the activities.” (Participant 5)

“Developing assessments for these learning objectives and especially the enduring understandings, we started to realize that we had a lot of content that was not tightly linked or demonstrated in our activity. Additionally, given the age and assumed prior knowledge of our learners, we struggled to negotiate concepts that we know are important as scientists with what the students could learn in a 90 minute lesson. The way that we mitigated this issue was to iterate on our learning objectives, assessment and content until they were properly aligned in the form of a well-developed activity.” (Participant 2)

Since many students developed experience in developing alternative, more student-centered assessments for their learners, it is likely that they will consider using these teaching and assessment techniques in future experiences as instructors across a variety of circumstances.

Development of Teamwork and Interpersonal Skills
Lastly, the Trainee reflections noted strong improvement in developing interpersonal and working relationships with their peers while designing the activity. As it was planned, teams of two Trainees from different universities would be paired, with one taking leadership on the student materials and the second student taking leadership on the teacher materials. There was one team of three that split these tasks evenly. The groups were left to their own devices in order to work out a communication system and accomplish the deliverables due for the next week, thereby developing professional skills in teamwork, communication, dealing with time management and competing priorities, and working via distance—all skills that are relevant to careers in industry or in academia.

Trainees specifically noted the need in these groups for leadership. Without one person taking a leadership role, decisions were sometimes very difficult or were delayed.

“In many ways, our group failed to name a leader, which complicated the entire process. Each of us offered thoughts, ideas, and suggestions, but we had a difficult time deciding on any one thing. In the future, working with people who are similarly laid-back, I would recommend early on deciding one person to lead the project and encourage making a pro/con list of each person’s ideas to hopefully facilitate deciding on the best strategy for each aspect of the project.” (Participant 1)

“...[O]ur personalities were similarly passive, and no one truly took command of this project. Moreover, I think that the initial disconnect adversely affected the initial stages, which resulted in our group prematurely picking a topic.” (Participant 5)

Other Trainees noted the importance of honesty, trust, and negotiation in working in teams where both partners have other roles as students, researchers, and family members. Most groups mentioned that finding times to meet as a group was rather difficult, but was overcome by active communication through email, or virtual communications such as Skype or Google Hangouts.

“Working with group members outside of Cornell provided a valuable experience for me. One of the major hurdles that I immediately noticed when working in long-distance collaborations was finding suitable times to interface with the other group members.” (Participant 5)

“It was hard! We were three members and all of us had time conflicts sometimes. We managed to communicate via google hangout, emails and texting and I guess we survived!” (Participant 4)

“It was of utmost importance that we communicate with each other clearly in terms of allocating responsibilities upfront, and also being honest about time commitments throughout the module.” (Participant 2)

“The bigger issue was that we had other priorities, so at times this assignment was placed on the back burner. In those situations, one partner would step up and share their work with the other partner. The other partner would review and add as needed. When issues arose, a simple instant message could be sent to address the situation. It
seemed that there was a need to be flexible with deadlines and allow others to work on their own timelines, but it was not an insurmountable barrier.” (Participant 8)

In spite of these competing priorities, some groups noted advantages that came from working with Trainees from different institutions with differing schedules. One group noted that the negotiation of both student materials meant that both students in the team got experience working with both sets of materials, which was good in order to practice communicating with different audiences.

“Although we started out splitting up the activity by teacher materials and student materials, we quickly realized that because of life circumstances, certain weeks were going to be heavy on one person or another. The important thing about this was to be transparent, not overcommit, and not just “disappear” when one of us couldn’t manage our responsibilities; rather, we worked together and negotiated: “I’ll get the assignments done for this week and complete the update slide if you can take next week.”—In this way, we accomplished the whole task, and as a benefit, we also got the opportunity to work on both the teacher materials and the student materials.” (Participant 2)

“By working with someone who was very orderly and time oriented allowed me to see the importance of the task and kept me on my toes.[...] The experience was beneficial to me because it allowed me to see others work ethic and allowed me to gain knowledge about a field I was not very familiar with. I was able to see how the alignment of lesson plans and activities can be very time consuming and the use of frameworks allow for the writer to systematically formulate a creative, and well put together lesson.” (Participant 9)

The Trainees came to several conclusions about strategies to best manage group work in a professional setting in order to meet timeline deliverables and expectations. First, they noted the importance of responsive communication in whatever medium the team decides works best. Second, the Trainees realized that differing perspectives, even if they require discussion, often lead to achieving more creative ideas. Thirdly, students noted that transparency in the division of labor and competing commitments led to trust in their partners and led to a better working experience on this project.

“Communication between my partner and I consisted of multiple emails, back and forth, at all times of the day or night, based on our schedule. At one time we did meet by video, using Skype, when hashing out our ideas and talk over our roles in the completion of work.” (Participant 9)

“Communication was not a problem since we used instant messaging, and we were both very responsive.” (Participant 7)

“The experience was challenging. We had to trust each other quite a bit since we were unable to talk to each other on a regular basis. I preferred email communication because it was more flexible than planning videoconferencing dates.” (Participant 3)
Because of the arrangement of the groups, it was intended that Trainees develop their own strategies for accomplishing work at different locations—a skill that is becoming more necessary as industries often employ virtual teaming strategies or offer work-from-home solutions. However, the Trainee responses in their negotiation and teamwork strategies surpassed the expectations, revealing some creative solutions to the teamwork and resulting in stronger working relationships between students at various universities in the IGERT collaboration.

Discussion

The two research questions that we sought to answer through this study of materials science engineering doctoral students as they completed a pedagogy module.

1. How do the reflections from current IGERT Trainees show development of skills necessary for socialization into the science and engineering research and teaching community?

Our findings indicate that Trainees developed a variety of skills through this IGERT module that are socializing them into the expectations for their future careers as engineering professionals in academia and industry. From literature, authentic activities are the basis for situated cognition, and this is entirely demonstrated as students applied their technical knowledge to a pedagogy activity in order to create legitimate activities for high school students and teachers. This is authentic in the fact that the prior knowledge of learners is not discussed in a theoretical sense, but must actually be able to be applied in a classroom setting where students only have a limited background in practical science and math.

Additionally, The IGERT Trainees began to understand what is required to practice in the educational sphere of science and engineering and technical communication. By applying the learning theories to the subject of their expertise, they showed that they adopted the pedagogical principles of backward design, use of learning frameworks, and pedagogies of engagement and assessment strategies—all considerations that are required by STEM education and STEM curriculum design professionals. Additionally, some educational researchers have applied the analogy of designing learning environments as being very similar to the design process that engineers are trained to use.

Through this experience, Trainees also became more understanding of their expertise in science and engineering, specifically in complex topics such as considering the size and scale of nanoparticles. By determining ways to best teach concepts to inexperienced learners, and potentially inexperienced teachers with little background in cutting-edge technical research, students showed that they truly understood the topic enough to teach it authentically in a variety of methods.

2. How can multidisciplinary training (such as through this IGERT pedagogy module) help students develop necessary skills to support their development into a STEM professional?

Although the IGERT is intended to enhance the preparation of science and engineering graduate students to perform interdisciplinary research, many non-technical skills are part of the necessary attributes for student success in future careers. We argue that the non-technical skills that
students reflected on developing (communication skills for diverse audiences, harnessing technical knowledge in order to convey it to non-technical audiences; and team work with partners at different universities) are crucial by-products to the implementation of multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary curriculum within the IGERT-MNM program. These skills are cited in research as being a necessary part of technical science and engineering jobs, whether they be in academia or in an industry workplace setting. As careers become more highly interdisciplinary, the marriage of technical expertise and these non-technical skills will become more prized for engineering and science Ph.D.-level engineers.

Surprises that were noted within the responses were the Trainees learning that resulted by diversifying the partnerships through which the projects were accomplished. By pairing Trainees randomly with partners from different universities, they were forced to establish their own working culture and team management systems, noting often that they learned from each other’s working styles and value team leadership in virtual working situations.

**Conclusion**

The IGERT-MNM project is uniquely qualified to target and address common problems in the traditional graduate education program for science and engineering. The pedagogy module of 2014 challenged the Trainees to work in teams to develop a science and engineering for high school students and teachers. Though this was the first time this exact modular course was attempted, the trainee reflections clearly demonstrate that this experience effectively prepares the trainees “to contribute to a world-class, broadly inclusive, and globally engaged science and engineering workforce”\(^\text{21}\). Three of the four activities were presented at the National Educator’s Conference in Seattle in 2014, a conference aimed at high school, junior college, and university materials science and engineering educators.

The reflections show the Trainees struggled with and utilized pedagogical strategies to overcome the difficulties with communicating science and engineering topics to diverse audiences—high school students and teachers. As part of this necessity to transfer their own expertise to a potential uninformed audience, the trainees identified and employed some best practices in pedagogy (e.g.: How People Learn\(^\text{23}\) and Backwards Design\(^\text{22}\) frameworks) from their modular IGERT coursework. Additionally, the trainees noted in their reflections that requirements of inter-institutional and inter-disciplinary collaborations developed the necessary interpersonal and teamwork skills. The community of practice of this IGERT-MNM pedagogy module reflects the diversity and inclusive nature of the broader scientific and engineering community. These findings indicate that many other skills that are necessary for doctoral science and engineering students’ socialization into the professional field can come as a result of multi- and interdisciplinary training such as IGERT.
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